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storerooms, hoping that one
day he would be able to find a

new home for it. And there it
remained, completely ignored,
until last year when Max, now
approaching his 80th birthday,
decided he needed more
storage space and set about
clearing out his storerooms.

Re-discovering the forgotten
painting, he realised he had a
moral obligation to find a

suitable home for it. He turned
for advice to Albert Kunz, the
former director of Switzerland
Tourism in London, and on
whose initiative the Swiss
Centre had been built by a
consortium of his then
employers, the Swiss Bank
Corporation and Swissair.

He talked to Urs Eberhard,
deputy director of Switzerland
Tourism and himself a former
head of the London office.

And he in turn sought the
help of Appenzell Tourism, who

came up with an ideal location
- the summit station of Mount
Säntis, which is visited by half a
million people every year.

So the decision was taken. But
first the ravages of time had made
their mark. Roland Inauen, curator
of the Appenzell Museum, was
asked to give his advice, and
professional restorers were
called in.

A place of honour has been
found for it at the top of Mount
Säntis, and the icing on the cake
is that the Lord Mayor of
Westminster, has agreed to
officially unveil the spruced up
painting that was such a

familiar sight in its former
home in the heart of London,
now back in the land that gave
it its inspiration.

Want to find out more
For the full story go to:

www.swissreview.co.uk/story/197

After being hidden in a storeroom for 14 years,

Lond

By 1992 major changes were
under way at the Swiss Centre.
Mövenpick, who owned the four
restaurants, decided to close
them down and replace them
with a London version of their
flagship Mövenpick Marché.

And that meant disposing of
all the fittings and decorations,
including the celebrated painting.

The contract to carry out the
work was given to a second
generation London Swiss, Max Ott.

He had started a cabinet
making business in Tufnell Park,
London in 1954, specialising in
interior carpentry, and in

partnership with another Swiss
carried out small building
projects.

He and his team soon moved
out all the unwanted material in
the four restaurants, but when
they came to take down the
painting they faced an awkward
problem.

Being a true Swiss, Max Ott
hadn't the heart to destroy the

For 27 years it had pride of
place in one of London's most
popular restaurants. It was a
gigantic oil painting, 7.5 metres
long and 2 metres deep in the
distinctive style of the farmer-
painters of Appenzell.

It typified the unmistakable
Appenzeller landscape, with
cows, goats, houses, flags and
country people in their
traditional costumes.

Its home was the wall of one
of the four restaurants that
occupied the basement of the
towering Swiss Centre in
London's Leicester Square.

It had been commissioned by
the designer of the Swiss
Centre, Justus Dahinden, a

leading Lucerne architect, but
there is now no record of the
name of the artist.

The painting being lovingly restored by artists and craftsmen steeped in the Appenzell country style

painting, which he admired as a
real work of art. But, given its
dimensions, he couldn't think of
another use for it.

Reluctantly he rolled it up
and put it in one of his

Max Ott: The man who saved the
Tost' painting from being destroyed

Switzerland in the UK has its own Internet
site, continually bringing you up to the
minute news of the latest events as well as
major stories from the most recent issues
and links to other interesting sites in both
the UK and Switzerland. To access it go to:
www. swissreview. co. uk
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The Swiss Review web site,
updated daily, includes a

complete calendar of Swiss club
events being held during the
year. Club presidents are asked
to send all details to:
editor@meakin. net



London's original
Swiss restaurant

Mouthwatering Swiss specialities,
delicious fondues and real

Alpine hospitality.

Importer ofSwiss wines:Varone,

Mauler, Guido Brivio, Testuz and

Fassbind-Spirits

Monday-Friday 12pm-3pmand6pm-
11.30pm. Saturday 6pm-11,30pm.

161 Warelour Street, London W1F8WJ

Tel: 0207 734 3324

Dr. Louis Guenin
B.D.S., L.D.S., R.C.S. (Eng.)

SWISS
DENTIST

24 Harcourt House,
19 Cavendish Square,
London WIG OPL

Tel: 0207 580 2244
Fax: 0207 493 5380

Committed to Excellence

How a school trip turned into a love affair with Switzerland

It was a school trip to the Bernese
Oberland that was to change 12
year old Arthur Broadhurst's life.

The Manchester schoolboy,
travelling by mountain railway
and cable car, was amazed by
the dramatic landscape, the peaks
and glaciers, and equally
impressed by the people he met.

A few years later, on holiday
in Cornwall, he met a girl from
Sumiswald in the Emmental
called Huldi Reist. It was love at
first sight.

They married in Berne, and
for the next five years Arthur
immersed himself in learning
German and becoming absorbed
in Swiss life and customs
before returning to Manchester
and carving out a career as the
city's leading valuation
surveyor.

Now he finds himself in a new
role, and one that ties him even
more closely to Switzerland. He
has been appointed Honorary
Swiss Consul for the North of
England. The latest in a long line
of honorary consuls, consuls and
consuls general who for almost
a century have been dedicated
to furthering relations between
Switzerland and a vast area
stretching from the North
Midlands to Scotland.

Of his new role Arthur said:

"It is a huge honour that
Switzerland has conferred on me.

"Both Huldi and I are looking
forward to the challenge it
presents and will try hard to
justify the confidence placed in us.

"I now want to do all I can to
support the Swiss community in
the North of England and to
develop friendships and help
wherever I can.

"The other part of my role
will be to develop and establish
Switzerland's interests in

economic, scientific and cultural
fields, which will benefit from
the experience I have had for
more than 30 years with the
business community in
Manchester and elsewhere in

the North. I am also looking
forward to maintaining links
with civic authorities and local
institutions."

The address of the new
honorary consulate is 5th floor,
Church House, 90 Deansgate,
Manchester M2 2GP. The phone
number is 0161 833 0033,
and the email address is
arthurbroadhurst@thorburn-
valuers.co.uk.

Want to find out more
For the full story go to:

www.swissreview.co.uk/story/190

Arthur Broadhurst: 'After my visit I

was smitten by anything Swiss'

K N MARTIN
Chartered Certified Accountants

Peter Kemal FCCA, ATII
Swiss National

UK and International

Tax, Auditing and Accounting

Initial Consultation Free

21 East Street, Bromley
BRI 1QE

Tel: 020 8464 5951

Fax: 020 8313 0035

Email: peter@knmartin.co.uk

CITY SWISS CLUB
LONDON • FOUNDED IN 1856

Celebrating its 150th Anniversary in 2006
The Committee of the City Swiss Club invites all members, fellow Swiss and friends of Switzerland to:

A Gala Banquet & Ball
to celebrate the City Swiss Club's

150th Anniversary
at Claridge's on Saturday, 25 November 2006

Featuring some special Gala entertainment at one of London's most prestigious hotels.

If you would like to receive further information and/or an invitation, please contact Julie Streader as soon
as possible by phone or e-mail (please see below)

Please also contact: Julie to learn more about the Club and/or receive a membership form.

City Swiss Club, c/o Arbuthnot House, 20 Ropemaker Street, London EC2Y 9AR.

Telephone: 020 7012 2400 www.cityswissclub.orginfo@cityswissclub.org
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How to
contact
the editor

Reports of Swiss society
activities and coming
events, and articles and

correspondence for the
'Switzerland in the UK'

section of the Swiss

Review, should go to the
editor, Derek Meakin, at:
Charter House,

1-3 Charter Way,

Macclesfield SK10 2NG.

Tel: 01625 442 707.
His email address is:

editor@meakin.net.

Enquiries regarding
advertising should go to
Jeffrey Long, 30 Finsbury
Drive, Bradford BD2 1QA.

Tel/fax: 01274 588 189.
• The 'Switzerland in the
UK' supplement appears
four times a year. The

deadline for the next issue

containing UK news, to be

distributed in January, is

December 21.

Building a reputation for
Swiss quality in the UK
There is a little corner of
London that is turning into a
mini Switzerland. Here a group
of Swiss workers have set up
home, from where they travel
each day to use Swiss
materials and Swiss expertise
in a variety of different building
projects.

It all began five years ago

Martin Lipp: 'More and more people
are insisting on high quality'

when Martin Lipp decided there
were excellent opportunities in
the UK for expanding his
general contracting and interior
decorating business.

Since then this small but
dynamic company has gone
from strength to strength as its
reputation has soared,
particularly in the London area.

One exceptional project
currently under way is the
complete renovation of a two
level penthouse near Hyde
Park, but enquiries are now
coming in from all parts of the
country.

While the head office is in

Lucerne, Martin Lipp himself is

now spending more and more
time in London. There is also a
project leader who stays in
London three days every week,
and a group of foremen who
are here permanently.

To mark the fifth anniversary
the entire team has been for a

sailing holiday off the coast of
Majorca.

Said Martin Lipp: "It was our
way of saying thank you to our

staff for the way they have
really helped us establish
ourselves in the UK."

Asked for the reason for his
company's success he said:
"Our slogan is 'Swiss quality -
on time - always" and that is

just what a typical Lipp client
expects. We find that more and
more people are insisting on
high quality when it comes to
home renovation.

"And that quality comes
from qualified Swiss craftsmen
who have all served a lengthy
Swiss apprenticeship.

"All manufacturing takes place
in Switzerland, and all fitting
and finishing work is carried
out by expert tradesmen under
Swiss management."

However, his experience is
that good craftsmen are not
easy to find in London, and that
he can get work done in half the
time taken by British builders.

And the future? "To build on
past successes - and to work
on even more interesting,
extravagant and luxurious
projects."

40 Queen Anne Street
London

WIG 9EL

Tel • Fax +44 (0) 20 8348 5S84

www.suisseconnection.com

SUISSE CONNECTION

en
MBUIIEi Suisse Connection LLP • Sole importer of Appenzeller Beer in Great Britain and Ireland

Swiss Church London
Come and join us to see three recent and successful Swiss films at
the Swiss Church in London. - Entrance is free, drinks are available.

Thursday, 23 November 2006
7:30pm

Mein Name ist
Eugen (2005)

"Adventurous for everybody!"
Language: Swiss German

From 6 years old

Thursday, 11 January 2007 7:30pm

Grounding - die letzten
Tage der Swissair <2006)

"A moving documentary drama"

Language: Swiss German, French subtitles

The Swiss Church in London
79 Endell Street, London WC2H 9DY
020 7836 1418
info@swisschurchlondon.org.uk www.swisschurchlondon.org.uk

Thursday, 8 February 2007
7:30pm

Snowwhite (2oo5>

"Party, sex, drugs and two lakes."
Language: German, English subtitles
From 15 years old.

Spiritual home for the Swiss in the UK since 1762



massive 180,000, the number
uf. consulates fell bv 14 to the

j "Sowithirf juqJ 15 years
'practically evèry fourth consulate
has disappeared," he said.

"An on-site presence is in
many cases indispensable, such
as when measures need to be
taken during emergencies and
disasters or when welfare
cases need to be administered.
The consulate also acts as a
contact point and information
centre for the" economy, not to
mention the invaluable
services it provides with regard

clear that our nation has a lot to
gain from allowing its citizens
abroad to share their experiences
and fake part in debates and C

of the electrolWroff'SdSng;»,M;
is only à matter of time before the

Interne^ ami SMS are opened up
as addibohäl channels for casting
votes. Thé sooner this happens
the better. Not just for the sake
of Swiss Abroad but iiVthe simple
interest of direct.deritpcracy
which Will gradually begin to lose
its meaning if it fails to embrace
the communications rfedia of the
upand cominggenèration." \

Beat'Kaser also congratulated
the^Swiss Abroad on passing the
100,000 mark, and said there are
now 4,235 Swiss nationals in the
UK-able to vote, comparedto
3,933 in 2004: It meant that now
the Swiss Abroad were
theoretically in a position to
launch an initiative.

But he warned that "this
oncouraging development also
conceals certain risks.

"It is possible that, thanks to
their growing numbers, the Swiss
Abroad could onê;d$y determine

Biometrie passports ready

start preparing

"1 illilllllfiB

of the Swiss Foreign Ministry

s w 11 z erland in the \

The answer
is: 'Quite a

lot.' Here we
summarise
some of
the latest
developments
of importance
to Swiss
expatriots in
the UK as
reported to the FOSSUK AGM
in Exeter by Dr Rudolph
Wyder (above), the Director
of the Organisation of the
Swiss Abroad, and Beat Kaser
of the Swiss Abroad section

Consulates close as number
of Swiss Abroad increases
One subject of particular concern
to Swiss living north of
Birmingham has been this
year's closure of the Swiss
Consulate General in
Manchester.

And this is far from being
the only one to shut down. Dr

Wyder revealed that while the
number of Swiss moving
abroad between 1990 and the
encLpf 2005 increased by .a

to giye the vote toSwiss Citizens
living overseasbasachievedits
first major success, with the
passing of the lOOjOÔO' 'magic
milestone'. *§

In fact the total nürtibef is now
approaching the 106,000 mark.

The OSA's motivation is two
told, said Dr Wyder. "Everyday we

•t experience the great concern felt
by many of our compatriots
abroad regarding the wellbeing of
their homeland. We are also aware
thät many of our fellow citizens

H abroad consider it an essential
part of thbir Swiss identity to
have a personal influence on
important decisions.

"It is therefore our duty to make
political participation a reality for
those wjio believe it .to bé

important.
"0n the other hand it is also

But, he said, the OSA had no
intention of resting on its laurels,
and the campaign for voting
rights was continuing unabated.

"According to Swiss Federal Law,
citizens with voting rights living
abroad need to reapply to vote
every four years. We consider this
is nothing more than meaningless
red tape and bureaucratic chicaneiy-

"We will continue to campaign
until the obligation to re-register
is done away with once and tor all."

Meanwhile he wanted to
remind Swiss Abroad about their
obligation to re-register in order
to prevent their voting rights
being taken away from thern. ;

He said the OSA wasalsd jfpH^
lobbying for the rapid introdu.ctiön

Swiss Abroad get a new Ambassador
" «IüS *' •

Berne has said a temporary goodbye to
Ambassador Peter Sutter, for fhe làst ; >

four years tn charge of the Service for ß
the SWiss Abroad and who has now tiéen V
appointed Swiss Ambassador to the /
Phillipines and Palau.

' H m
He has been replaced byAmbassaCTor fl JJ

Markus Börlin who knows the ÀmmI
department well as he was deputy
director before spending several years
at the Swiss Embassy in Sweden. In*^-
recent years Ambassador Sutter has J
been responsible for arranging for help Ambassador Bör|jn: 0ur newfor Swiss nationals caught up in various man at the top is back in the

the;outcome of a federal vote, in

thé samp way that Italian voters
living abroad were a significant
factor in the defeat of Mr Belusconi.

"In Switzerland we have almost
witnessed the same kind of
scenario at recent important

• votes, for example on the
deployment of armed military
personnel abroad.

"Just imagine for a moment if,
In the future, the voice of Swiss
citizens living abroad were to tip
the balance of a vote, for example
in favour of the privatisation of
Swisscom. This would certainly
create an uproar on the losing
side and could prompt them to
reopen the debate on - or even
place in question - the right of
the Swiss Abroad to vote.

"We should be careful not to
paint an unduly black picture. But
the OSA could fjnd itself suddenly
drawn into thfiiffilitical arena.

It would H&wmf advised to

teilssuing visas and providing'|
assistance to ever growing ^
numbers-of tourists." ;â.

He said these concerns had
been discussed with Foreign
Minister Mrs Calmy Rey and
she agreed with their
assessment. "But in the end,"
he said," it is Parliament that
decides the extent of
Switzerland's international
presence based oh its budget
decisions."

The new biométrie Swiss
passports, which contain
machine readable electronic
data about the holder, are
now available at the Swiss
Embassy in London.

They will be valid for five
years, and the cost is Sfr. 250.

London is one of only eight
embassies around the world
that has now taken delivery of
the new equipment that is
able to electronically record
biometVic data.

!&—Because of the complexity
of the system anyone wishing
to obtain one of these new
passports will have to make a

personal visit to the embassy.
However it is advisable to

first ring the embassy on 020

Hpsiw'" Passport

— - ••Mil UV illV ivp IJ UUVII 1

crises around the world, including the department he knows well
jgtf*rorists attacks in New York and Bali,
the Christmas Eve Asian tsunami and, more recently, concerns
about the possible spread of avian flu.

Tfie remarkable scene in the
National Councjl Chamber of the
Swiss Parliament, when the

j&Mhcil of the Swiss Abroad
occupied the seats normally
used by Swiss MPs. It was
Parliaments symbolic gesture to
mark the achievement of
persuading more than 100,000
Swiss overseas to apply for the
vote. Note the union jack at the
top left and the UK's Joe
Broggini (ringed) sitting just
below the podium.

The AGM speeches by Dr Wyder and Beat Kaser can be found in full at:
www.swissreview.co.uk/story/193 and www.swissreview.co.uk/story/195

7616 6000 and make an
appointment. To save time you
should also ask for an
application form which you
can fill in before your visit.
Also you should note that it
might take up to two months
before you receive your passport.

Thanks
The FOSSUK committee
would like to thank donors
of prizes, Swiss societies
and others for their support,
particularly:
The Montcalm Hotel Nikko,
London, Purely Swiss Ltd
(www.purelyswiss.co.uk),
Switzerland Tourism, St Moritz
Restaurant, London, dental
practitioner Dr Louis Guenin,
R&B Wines, René Seidl
(Appenzell Bier), author Edith
Grout, the Swiss Embassy.

Will the Eiger be our
greatest explorer's
toughest challenge

The dreaded North Face of the Eiger has claimed many lives. Now its formidable
reputation is to be tested by a man who admits he has a fear of heights.

The authoritative Guinness Book of Records calls him "The world's
greatest living explorer." And it's easy to see why. The man who
can claim to be a direct descendent of the Holy Roman Emperor
Charlemagne and who was once auditioned to replace Sean
Connery as James Bond, is a living example of the most extreme
kind of daredevil, for whom anything goes.

But Sir Ranulph Twisleton-Wykeham-Fiennes, Bt, OBE - "but
please call me Ran" - has had to pay the price for his insatiable
curiosity and his unstoppable wanderlust.

Frostbite has been his main antagonist, resulting in having his
fingers amputated at the half knuckle, and with frost scarred feet
and arthritic hips.

Despite this he has a record for exploration second to none. It
started when he was at school at Eton, sneaking out at night to
climb the college roofs, then when he joined first the Royal Scots
Greys and afterwards the elite SAS and proved the truth of its
proud motto, "Who dares wins".

But that was only the beginning. He joined the army of the
Sultan of Oman, where the sultan awarded him his bravery medal.
Then left the heat of the desert to try his luck in the coldest spots
on earth - the two poles.

He achieved record after record: The first surface journey around
the north and south poles, the
furthest north unsupported
walk, the first unsupported
crossing of the Antarctic
Continent and the longest
unsupported polar journey in
history.

No wonder the Queen
awarded him the OBE "for
human endeavour". No wonder
Princes Charles said of him:
"My admiration for Ran is
unbounded, and thank God he c, „ _

T.
Sir Ranulph Fiennes: Preparing toexists. The world would be a far undertake the near impossible

duller place without him."
And now, at the age of 62, he is determined to do the near

impossible - to climb the North Face of the Eiger. The so called
MordWand, the Death Wall - that over the years has claimed so
many lives.

And what is even stranger, he admits that he is "terrified of heights."
The epic climb planned for next March has two aims: to prove he

can do it, and to raise at least £1 million for Marie Curie Cancer Care.
But he has no doubt of the dangers he faces. Stephen Venables,

president of the Alpine Club, says in the Sunday Times: "It is simply
one of the greatest climbs in the world - a fantastic journey
through a stupendous vertical landscape...But one you approach
with respect. Get caught up in a storm halfway up that mile high
concave shell and you could be fighting for your life."

As so many did before him - and lost.
• To support Ranulph Fiennes in his epic climb you can donate at:
www.mariecurie.org.uk/EigerChallenge.

hj|



Switzerland
ARE YOU HAYING DIFFICULTIES

FINDING YOUR FAVOURITE
SWISS WINE?

#
THEN give us a try?

We stock speciality wines from around the world
with special emphasis on Switzerland and France,
most of which we import direct from the vineyard!

Our Swiss range includes wines from La Côte, Lavaux,
Chablais, Valais, Zurich Weinland,

Buendner Herrschaft and Ticino.

This includes both "easy drinking" as well as "speciality cuvees"

from some of the best Swiss producers.

Interested? Then contact Rudy or Brigitte on 0771 880 6337

We are a family business (Brigitte is Swiss), offering a

personalised service to the Swiss expatriate community and

UK wine enthusiasts.

Please contact us if you wish to receive our current price list
or if you would like to know more about our special offers

and recommendations.

R & B Wines Ltd
Suite 507, 28 Old Brompton Road, London SW7 3SS

Tel: 0771 880 6337 Fax: 020 7581 4851

Email: randbwines@aol.com
Internet: www.specialitywines.com

Mums and toddlers have
fun at the Swiss church
The Swiss church in London is

broadening its activities for the
benefit of Swiss families living
in the capital.

It all began two years ago
with the launching of a
toddlers' group, to which 15
families now belong. There are
lots of toys for children to play
with, and once a month there
is a special animated session
which includes songs, stories,
arts and crafts and games.

Said Valérie Lehmann: "It's an
opportunity for parents to make
friends and exchange information,
and for children to meet others
of similar age with the same
mother tongue."

Now these efforts are being
extended to older children, with
a new series of family activities
including picnics and get
togethers in playgrounds, parks
and museums.

Forthcoming events are:
• Saturday, November 11 -

Visit to the Science Museum.
• Sunday, December 3 -

Preparation of Christmas
decorations.

• Sunday, December 17 -

Christmas family service.
• January (date yet to be

announced) - Visit to the
Museum of Childhood.
Last year the church

introduced a creche during all
Sunday services, which is now
held on the first and third Sunday
of each month. It encourages
children of all ages to discover
for themselves different arts
and crafts activities.

The church's family programme
is available by email, flyer and
in the Swiss Church News.

For further details look at
www.swisschurchlondon.org.uk,
or contact Valérie Lehmann
direct at: lehmann@fsmail.net.

Swiss quality on time always

lippswitzerland
manufactured in Switzerland, swiss management,
swiss fitters, established in uk since 2001.

design can be by the clients or provided in
house by lipp Switzerland team (incl. architect
eth) and own designers.

all trades are covered: kitchen, cabinetwork,
bathroom installation, plumbing, electrical
work, masonry, dry-lining, plastering,
decorating, internal and external doors,
windows, decking, balustrading, sunshades,
stairs and much more.

for a free professional consultation, with no
obligation, please contact:

lipp Switzerland ltd (uk)
lipp Switzerland gmbh (ch)
lipp Switzerland s.l. (es)
Fax for all countries

0044 1582 460 487
0041 41 490 24 81
0034 971 721 322

0041 41 490 24 82

email: lippswitzerland@bluewin.ch
Website: www.lippswitzerland.com

«

Steffan Interiors Limited specialize in

new and updating existing interiors,
while producing warm and welcoming
designs, with a contemporary twist.

Our designs also take into account the
practical aspects of the project while
maintaining an affordable price.

We offer either a full design service,
or a design proposal service.
Whatever your needs demand.

Our Swiss/French background vouches
for chic, perfection and high standards
while our membership of B.i.D.A and
loD, guarantees it.

t: 020 8209 0647 e: info@steffaninteriors.com
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90 years in the service of the community
The London group of the
Nouvelle Société Helvétique was
founded on June 8, 1916. A year
later the work of the society was
considered important enough to
warrant a full-time paid secretary.

How times have changed! The
work is nowadays entirely
voluntary and much appreciated.
It should be noted that the early
predecessors of our present
honorary officers were looking
after a society with 600 members
and there were no computers.

In those early years the New
Helvetic Society was heavily
involved in finding Swiss
correspondents for English
newspapers and in the formation

By REGULA MARSH-HILFIKER
President of the New Helvetic Society

of a study group examining
economic and commercial issues.

This led to the conclusion that
a Swiss Chamber of Commerce
in London would be desirable and
resulted in the first appointment
of a commercial attaché at the
Swiss Legation - now the Swiss
Embassy - in 1918.

The society was also instrumental
in creating the Organisation of
Swiss Abroad in Switzerland.

In 1919 a few influential
members of the society and the
City Swiss Club got together and

The New Helvetic
Society banner: part of
the collection of UK
Swiss society banners
which has been on
display at the Museum
of the Swiss Abroad in
Geneva

launched the Swiss Observer which,
for many years afterwards, was
a magazine for the whole Swiss
community in the United Kingdom.

The society has been active
ever since, organising talks,
meetings, musical soirées and
much more. Here are just a few
lesser known activities:
• 1926: The society was asked
to sell 1st of August badges for
the first time - and we still do
so in 2006.
• June 1946: The society assisted
in presenting 100 sets of furniture
to help British families after the
war, a task undertaken by the
Women's Voluntary Service.
• 1966: The society actively
participated in the celebration of
the 675th anniversary of the
Swiss Confederation at
Wimbledon Town Hall on August
1st and at the same time
celebrated its own Golden Jubilee.
• In the seventies, the society
continued to be the official
forum for discussing problems
affecting Swiss abroad.
• Since 1984 the format of
having an informal reception
following meetings was

established and still continues to
this day. Then in 1985 the
publication of the Swiss
Observer came to an end.
• 1991: 700th anniversary of
the Swiss Confederation, 75th
anniversary of the New Helvetic
Society in London. Both still
going strong.
• In the last 15 years, the society
has carried on in the spirit of
earlier members by organising
talks, round table discussions,
concerts, films and outings.

Today, our lively committee is

very happy to develop the society
further through its tradition of
informing members about Swiss
matters of interest to Swiss Abroad.

A highlight this year has been
the celebration of the society's
90th anniversary with a meal at
the Tate Modern in London, an
institution with strong Swiss links.

No names have been
mentioned in this article as the
list would be too long, but our
thanks go to all former and current
members, council members,
presidents, supporters, lecturers,
consuls, ambassadors and some
federal councillors.

Without them the London
group of the Nouvelle Société
Helvétique would not be what it
is today.

WHAT'S
YOUR

FAVORITE POSITION?
raviva

SWISS BEDS SINCE 1748

—

FURNITURE
(020) 8802 1155

07966 136 299

Unit 10

Timberwharf Road
London N16 6DB

Email: info@sntfurniture.com

ROVIVA BEDS AND MATTRESS WILL ADJUST
TO YOUR BODIES MOST SENSITIVE DESIRES

Conventional mattresses Roviva mattresses

The Roviva system of individually pocketed springing gives you independent support wherever your body needs it. When you move, each spring

responds independently as and when pressure is applied. A Roviva mattress takes up the profile of your body and supports it just as effectively as your

spine does when you are standing. Whichever Roviva bed you choose, you can be sure that it will provide you with properly posture-supported sleep.

GO ON TAKE A NAP!



Swiss tartan
With the Swiss Embassy's gi|>wins

the hörder, cultivating Scottrèh
ministers and encouraging rtqwTea Room Craft Bakery Chocolatier

Burgers of Marlow Ltd
The Causeway Marlow Buckinghamshire

SL71NF Tel 01628 483389
www.burgersofmarlow.co.uk

Call: 01694

ARTISAN PRODUCERS OF HOME

GROWN BACON, SAUSAGES, HAM,

CHARCUTERIE AND FRESH MEATS

Email: contactus@wenlockedgefarm.com

or visit us at our farm shop

at Longville-In-The-Dale in Shropshire.

Mail order available

Trade enquiries welcome

Fax: 0845 299

The Themans family are proud to offer our own
delicious, authentic Swiss recipe Scheublig,
Bratwurst, Landjaeger, Salami,
Pancetta, Prosciutto and Bresaola,
together with traditional British
meat delicacies, all made
on the farm.
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